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Ektachrome transparency by Ed Means

The Velie Monocoupe is a slice of aeronautical nostalgia. Designed by
Clayton Folkerts, of later racing aircraft fame, the Velie was the second in a long
line of Monocoupes -

a definitive design. Powered by the 65 horsepower Velie
air-cooled radial engine, the 1928/1929 version of this famous monoplane took
home more than its share of trophies in the stock plane races that were popular in
the late 20's and early 30's. With a span of 32 feet and an overall length of 19
feet, 9 inches, the Velie Monocoupe cruised at 85 mph. It seated two, in chummy
side-by-side comfort. An excellent training aircraft, its stability also attracted the
sportsman (and sportswoman) pilot of the era.

Factory drawings were used in scaling the model - twice! Basically, it is a

3X enlargement of Herb Clukey's outstanding rubber-powered model (a kit/plan
for which is available from Flyline Models, 10643 Ashby Place, Fairfax, Virginia
22030). Herb used the factory drawings in producing his ¾" scale Monocoupe. He
loaned the same drawings to me, to assist in the design of the R/C version. As far
as can be determined, there is no deviation in scale for either model effort.
Outlines and wing section (Clark Y) are as "Monocoupe" as one can get. The R/C
plan includes more wing ribs than the prototype and the wing and landing gear
struts attach differently - but these changes were dictated by the materials used
in model construction. The model falls into the "standoff scale" category, due to
these small changes as well as a lack of cockpit detail and the exposure of the
engine cylinder as part of the 5-cylinder "scale" Velie engine. This latter, because
I'm a firm believer in keeping R/C engines cool - particularly when they are as

overworked as they are in the usual scale model.
For the "super-scalebuilder," and the scale contestant, presentation data

may be found in two books. The first, Joseph Juptner's "U.S. Civil Aircraft,"
Volume 2, has two excellent photographs, clearly showing markings on the
prototype aircraft. The second book, "Of Monocoupes and Men," by John W.

Underwood, includes a picture of the primitive instrument panel as well as an
in-flight shot.

The Velie Monocoupe is relatively simple to build and prepare for flight.
The usual admonition, "not for begin- . . . . . . . . . . . to page 70
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Three-quarterieftfrontviewoftheVelieMonocoupeuncoveredframework. Three-quarter left rear view. Lightening holes used to reduce mass in

ailerons. Note base plate in cockpit area.

Rear view of the Velie Monocoupe Generous wing, empennage areas provide Left elevation of Monocoupe. Uncomplicated, light structure for low wing
slow easy aircraft to handle. loading.

Close-up view of cowling and landing gear detail. Wing center section showing detail of aileron servo installation.
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Close-up of uncovered Velie Monocoupe empennage. Light structure keeps Three-quarter right front view of completed Velie. Strut installation shown.
weight down in the tail section. More complex looking than it is to build.

Right side view of completed Monocoupe. Extremely easy flying aircraft for All control surfaces are scafe size. Note use of MonoKote strips to simulate
the sport flier, divisions of the "window" in the wing over cockpit area.

Assembling the Velie. Author en right, Harald Krause on left. "Eaglerock Peaking the 0.S. Max .30 -- - the author and Major Jack Aycock. nsignia on
Models" sweatshirt author wears advertises his yet-to-be-formed company. Major Aycock's jacket is that af the Alaska RIC Club of Anchorage.
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The Velle Monocoupe taking off on first trim flight. The Monocoupe climbs out. I\lote aileron deflection.

Final approach to first landing. 0.8..30 more than adequate even at 7,000 The author fetching the field box and starter for another "go" after
ft. plus altitude. successful first flight.

VELIE MONOCOUPE down except in the wing and tail. The get to the "how-to" part of this
tail was kept reasonably light in view article. First, the wing struts on this

from page 26 of the short nose moment, model are functional and should be

Power for the original model is a used. The wing centet section of the
.30. Larger displacement engines may prototype (and the model) projects

ners" doesn't really apply although be fitted if additional power is desired well beyond the cabin structure. In
initial test flights should be made by a but the scale nose contours will have order to duplicate this design feature,
thoroughly competent pilot. The con- to be altered. The smaller engine has the fixed, forward part of the wing
struction is about as basic as a Megow proven adequate at our club's flying center section receives a minimum of
10 cent model of yesteryear. A razor field. The Pike's Peak R/C club field is support from the fuselage. The cabin
saw and a miter box are necessary at 7200 feet above sea level, so the structure, too, is a tad spindly. The
additions to the tool box, in order to "little" .30 has been severely tested. wing struts, therefore, help hold things
build this model - this because of the Remember, the prototype only had 55 together, and should be used. Second,
thick balsa and plywood sizes recom- horses available under cruising condi- the fuselage longerons should be the
mended. The Monocoupe goes togeth. tions, so, in order to achieve scale-like hardest ¼" square balsa available to
er better with square-cut members, performance, stick with the "smaller" the builder. The structural integrity of
And, at 2¼" to the foot scale, some of engines. Test flights reveal that one the fuselage, aft of the wing, depends
the pieces get pretty hefty. Surpris- washer of downthrust and one washer on these four members, which must
ingly, the original model weighs only of right thrust were necessary from 0-0 retain a curved shape. Spruce longer-
5½ pounds, ready to fly. No special settings, using an O.S. .30 R/C. ons (¼" square) may also be used -

effort was made to keep the weight Two final admonitions, before we but spruce may cause slight tail-
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heaviness. posts are joined and pinned together, cut precisely from ¼" sheet balsa.
FUSELAGE: After building two after glue has been applied to them. Incidentally, the fuselage is 6" wide

identical sides, the cockpit area of the The second "base plate," this one in between longerons. It is less expensive
fuselage is joined by two "base plates" the form of a cut-off triangle, is now to edge-glue two sections of 3" stock
of ¼" sheet balsa. The fuselage sides to provide material for the "base
are pinned, inverted, over the plan. A plates" than to buy 6" balsa. The
large, rectangular pre-cut piece of second, triangular "base plate" is glued
sheet balsa is glued, inside them, across in place between the upper longerons,
the bottom of the cockpit area. The NEW PLANS CATALOGUE from the cockpit to the firewall. This
advantage of this first "base plate" is establishes the "pointy" shape of the
that il can be cut truly square, and R/C Modeler Magazine an- nose, after another ¼" square balsa
thus, aligns the fuselage sides ex- nounces the arrival of their new crosspiece is added between the lower
actly -

a difficult task if only stick Plans Catalogue. A must for longerons. Again, after things dry, the
crosspieces are used. While thmgs are . forward fuselage cross section is

still pinned down, two ¼" square balsa every avid builder, the new cata-
sanded flat and the ¼" plywood fire-

crosspieces, cut to precisely the same logue is a revised and updated wall is epoxied in place. The remaining
width as the "base plate" are glued to listing of all the full-size con- fuselage crosspieces may now be
the forward and aft ends of the cock- struction plans featured in RCM. added, aft of the wing to the tail
pit area. A perfectly rectangular "box" Other advantages of the "base
is thus formed, which establishes the - plates," in addition to squaring theThis listing contains our new .fuselage alignment. Of course, the . . . fuselage, is that they serve several
"squareness of things" requires that pricmg as wen as cornplete mdex^

structural purposes. The forward one
the fuselage remain pinned in position ing for your convenience. New is used as a fuel tank mounting plate as

until the glue dries completely (at least prices are effective January 1, well as a support for a 1:1 bellerank,
overnight, even if you are using 1973. Send now for your new used to transmit engine servo move-
epoxy). After the "box" is dry, the RCM Plans Catalogue. ment to the throttle arm. The larger,
longerons are partially sawed through rectangular "base plate" provides a

(from the inside, outwards) and a Price Still 25 cents, good surface to which the radio, bat-
small triangular section removed to tery and servos may be mounted as

allow the nose and tail of the fuselage DON'T MISS IT! well as an anchor point for the wing
sides to be drawn together. The rear to page 76

II MEMORIAM
JIM KIRKLAND

>
- Ïl is with deeµ regret t/wt, as this issue of R/C

Modeler Alagazine was going to press, we were

.
infornwd of the sudden death ofourgood
friend, Jim Kirkland. llaving known Jim since

the inception of this publication in 1963, we

have lost a good friend .and the sport and

hobby of Radio Control has lost a great
competitive flier whose life was characterized
by honesty, integrity, and good sportsman-
ship. Jim Itirkland was a man you were proud
to know - - - un individuul whose life stands as

an examµle to all of us in the sport. The staff
of R/C Modeler Magazine extends its deepest

and most sincere sympathy to Jim's frunily,
and to his memory this issue is dedicated.

Don Dewey and Pat Crews
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VELIE MONOCOUPE
You never seriously considered a Fox . y

Motor? Maybe its about time you did. from page 72

My motors are moderately priced - adver-
tised relatively little and have no profes-
sional type promotion. You could easily strut fittings and the "J-bolt" which
assume they are less desirable power secures the rear landing gear strut.
plants. But, please check the facts. The Hardwood or plywood blocks, withmeasure of a motor is how it flies your air- : inset "blind nuts" may be glued mplane, and I am confident an honest motor
switching type comparison will reveal that place to the "base plate" to fix the

a Fox is equal, and in some cases more gear and the struts. One final caution
energetic, smoother, more reliable and in constructing the Velie Monocoupe
consistent than its more glamorous, higher fuselage. The forward cockpit uprights
priced competitor and crosspieces must be of hard ¼"

square balsa, since they take the load
wt . 19 or of the main landing gear strut. Epoxy

and extensive gusseting are indicated
ith U-8 Prop on the plan to assure the ruggedness of

$69.95 the main landing gear strut attach-
ment.

Fox 78 RC . .. 14 WING: The only caution to be
ednby of allges3

d
observed in constructing the wing is to

78 ac has moreby-pass area new a ProP build the center section concurrently
paedabrfor itsgn w $53.95 with the outer wing panels. The fixed
liencer.

Fox Eagle 60 portion of the center section (the part
P 000 The Eagle 60 is 50 dependable that that is glued to the fuselage) may be

'°" (°g"""|||Jfin" a"et ta cut away later, when the wing is

$37.95 t\e response and power cutDUt Of pOSitÏOned above the cockpit. SpartheEagle60areleatureswhichhave
wonovermanymedelers.itistast omers are plywood and run well into
steady and reliable. Uses a C size

Foxsileneer. the outer wing panels. They provide a

Fox Falcon 60 rugged mounting for the wing dowels

sie"ssin"an"anpi Ërefonn . . se
(forward) and the wing hold-down

tio' $6Ëuut"c"osi"ie's"s"tËr"a
siep11.500 screws (aft). The plans note the use of

Long life is uaranteed by a bar-
i

" sheet balsa webbing between
dened steel c inder and Crankshaft. 2î 95wt . e oz. It has a cast tonze main. the wing spars. The resulting structure

ioÌo Fox 40 RC is extremely strong and warp-free. The
With 10 5 Prop You get fufl b0re cooperation from

tnenewFox4onc aissirictlytor edge-set 3/8" square leading edge is

$24.95 1,toe,'eu,",y,'go, hn shown "routed" out between the wing

Ë$aiÍ|"ansi"ma a ro alaa" ribs - as a weight saving device. And,
buretor lightening holes are shown in the sheet

Fox 36 BC balsa ailerons - to reduce their mass,
The 36 RC is 000 01 my fâveriles.
It flies a 4 Ib.. 48" span model rather than reduce the weight of the
like a good 60 job. Burns half the

fuel, and lits n10 my trunk without THOd€Ì

. e½ oz.

aeanaŸmeaice onpara

d a
. .Î9 The wing tips, cut from 3/8" sheet

udget.

Fox 29 RC nio

12·°° balsa, are designed to include an at-
Wi1h 9 4 Prop The1973modelFox29istiltedwith $24.95 taching gusset (as are most of the

$20.95 L'odmo eca h0r,tha curved tail surface parts). The addi-
exhaust valve in bt0Ck. This makes ÉÍOn2Ï ÌUin Surface thus nrovided
it possible 10 attach B size Fox S

. r
enter without altering linkage helps prevent tip warpage when cover-

Fox 25 RC ing is applied to the wing. Note that
Amach

e

ecSentir lanendli
e Mi

the tip outlines are raised ¼" from the
stick.scoateriiÀkevatternships flat wing building surface to give a bit
Very light weight. Power equal 10

wt .. . 4½ oz.
most 29 s. Takes a silencer. , of upsweep to the lower tip surface.

Disp .. .. is Fox 19 RC Blind nuts, for the attachment of the
RPM ... . 12,000 The 19 RC is a brand new engine WI ... 5½ 07

- -

With 8-4 Prop with a bushing main. laLped Disp . .... .199 extremities of the wmg struts, are

$16.95 (o"rii"n'o"Le"tir"bueocr
em 18-6

..12.000 tightened into plywood rectangles,
eis'iiiin°sitWofe's"liaWi°."nec6

$2 95
which in turn are epoxied into the

FOX 15 RC wing structure, flush with the lower
This greal litfe engine idles beau1i- Surface, at the four points indicated on
lu1|y at 3,000 RPM or under Ttie
15 RC is thoroughlLreliable and the plans.

"s*** nel
age"m The large "window" in the wing

no ooo iÏe"nciequippedtetake a -. CCDÍCF Section of the prototype poses a

difficult design problem. Where to

FORMANUFACTURINGCO. :°""':w?";°.":",°s:°ho aton

5305 TOWSON AVE. / FT. SMITH, ARKANSAS 72901 solution to this problem -

a "pen-
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Discount Prices * Fast Service
COMBO SALE COMBO SALE

Choice of one of these 3 great kits. Plus a new 72 Series New /2 Series Veco .61 R/C J & J Banshee
* J & J P51 Mustang K & B .15 R/C with Muffler Deluxe Pattern Ship
* Fibre Foam Spirit of St. Louis OR

* Hotline Cassutt COMBO SALE PRICE $52.99 Joe Bridi's Famous Kaos Pattern Ship
A $66.95 Retail Value A $129.90 Retail Value COMBD SALE PRICE $86.99

PRO - LINE RADIOS E/K
CHECK THESE BONUS BUYS

Super Tigre .15 R/C, List $29.98, SALE PRICE, $23.99. K & B .40 R/C Front Rotor, List $37.00, SALE $26.99. K & B Superpo×y ½
pts., $1.70 any color. Wing Mfg. Aluminum pushrods, $1.00 each. Graupner Cumulus Glider MonoKote covered wing and Stab, $175.00
value, SALE PRICE $129.99. Nat's winner last 2 years, the "Tigertail" regular $94.50, NOW $68.99. Sierra Trainer $27.99, Mini
Comanche $22.99, Cricl<et, $12.99. Rom-Air retracts 3 gear system, Regular $100.00, NOW $74.99, 2 gear system $53.99. Pro-Line 3
gear retracts $49.99. Many more top R/C values. Send 50 cents for our discount catalog and used radio and model supply list.

OTHHE BBY B RNA For Faster Delivery, Add Extra For Airmail.
POSTAGE AND HANDLING: Orders under $5.00, add .50: $5.01 to
$10.00, add .90, $10.01 to $20.00, adci $1.25; $20.01 to $30.00, add

P.O. Box 17856 • Tucson, Arizona 85710 'oi'.",°Ñ'o' °,'° a'i",°°u°n't acdd $2.550 $5nt.01 to $80.00, add $3.25.

dulum" mount that has the disad- concerning the Monocoupe's aileron use of differential aileron action. This
vantage of adding a third bellerank in system. Test flights have revealed that, may be achieved using 120 degree
the aileron pushrod system. It works using 90 degree aileron bell cranks belleranks, which give more "up" than
well, however. More courageous souls (which give equal up and down move- "down" as the ailerons are operated.
may choose to "bury" the aileron ment) the ailerons are relatively inef- With the original belleranks (90 de-

servo in the first rib bay outboard of fective. This is characteristic of high gree), the Monocoupe is a "rudder
the center section. Access to it would wing monoplanes equipped with gener- airplane."
be difücult and a servo cable extension ous aileron area. Thus, the Velie Mon- A last comment on the pesky "wing
might be required. One nnal note ocoupe is a prime candidate for the window"---it is covered with heavy

PORTHERM
-ggüT NEAT GUN-

HEAT SHRINK ALL COVERING MATERIALS!
WE'RE NO "CHEAPIE"AND HERE'SWHY ...

O 1000 WATTS OF INFRA RED HEAT - up to
500°F

Iets you shrink all popular covering materials.

O TURBO-JET FOCUSED HEAT BEAM - gives precise penetrating heat pattern.

O SEQUENTIAL TRIGGER SWITCH - provides instant ON-COOL-OFFfinger tip response.

O RADIO-TVNOISE SUPPRESSION -eliminates annoyance and complaints from electrical interference.

O LONG LIFE COMPONENTS - made to last under heavy demand conditions.

O DIRECT FACTORY SERVICE - guarantees fast returns if repairs are ever required.

AT YOUR DEALERS NOW . . . OR ORDER DIRECT. . . $36.00

POSFWRE WNEWERESE
P O. BOX 12 NEWFOUNDLAND, N.J. 07435
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It is faced on both sides with ¼" sheet,
Ff the wire channel being filled with

silicone "Tub Seal" before the final
covering is glued in place. The "Tub
Seal" is used to hold the wire and
balsa together while ordinary Titebond
or white glue holds balsa to balsa.
When the "sandwich" has dried, it

The NRCO Black Streak 29/RC engin9 should be faired to cross section. The
fairings f or the auxiliary struts are cut

A f:igh-performance r,infer witti triu:,t;'e pawer to

g:abyougobseiallilude.;apyoillitromiril from 3/32" sheet balsa. As indicated
lictil turns ar.1 ti.arrel cri rol or -.nap ynt;

* Lacktror faits,ar o., Tronomer on the plans, they may be attached to
ISurCOJOlletitindvtfMi i reililt il

the wire using silk or glue or, alter-

,, nately, with MonoKote. The easier
technique entails ironing a piece of

;I woone e MonoKote to one side of the fairino
01 MEACO Black S cak

strip, the fairing positioned on the
6C PtG n 61 .

. wire, and the other side drawn taut. It
then is ironed firmly to the second

e i side of the fairing and around the
.snic "back" to completely cover it. Since

Conrpiofo MERCO service and parts available. Americor Deafors inquiries inviled.

* HOBBY INDUSTRIES the auxiliary strut fairings needn't be

24RonsonDr., Rexdale.Ont. streamlined, they are thus attached
416, 241-4426 and covered all in one operation.

"Vintage" wheels (4-3/8" diameter)
are held in place with 1/8" wheel

(.030) clear plastic as are the rest of strut is wire-bound to the front upper collars.
the transparent areas of the cockpit. crosspiece of the cockpit and then TAIL SURFACES: Tail surfaces are
The "window" splits along the front liberally coated with epoxy. The two of conventional construction. The out-
of the front spar - the fore-aft lower struts for the landing gear are lines are cut from ¼" sheet balsa; the
dividers are strips of MonoKote care. bent from 3/32" musie wire and at- leading edge, spars and crosspieces are
fully ironed in place (too much heat, tached at the center to the fuselage ¼" square balsa. My model used
and the "window" warps). Common with a single "J-bolt" each. The ends pinned nylon hinges for all movable
pins and a thin film of epoxy hold the of all three struts (on each side) are surfaces --- the plans show the hinges at
plastic to the structure. drawn together, lashed with copper their scale positions. The sub-elevator

LANDING GEAR: Although the wire and soldered -- the whole assem- strut, bracing the horizontal surface, is

Monocoupe landing gear appears to be bly is self-jigging. The distinctive fair^
cut and fitted at this point in the

complex, it is easy to bend and attach. ing on the main landing gear strut is construction sequence. It is covered,
The main (wheel-holding) strut is bent fashioned as a sheet balsa "sandwich." using the MonoKote wrapping tech-
from one piece of 36" 1/8th diameter The inner core of I/8" sheet is made nique, and epoxied in place after the
music wire. The flat center of this in two pieces to channel the gear wire en lire model is covered and assembled.

The covering of the fuselage and stabil-
izer must be cut away at the attach-
ment points. A bracing wire (not
included on the author's model, but
indicated on the plans) may be at-

tached between horizontal and vertical
tail surfaces - in line with their respec-
Live spars. A ¼" length of inner

() NyRod may be epoxied into holes
drilled through the fin and stabilizer
spars to guide a length of monofila-
ment fishing line if it is desired to

simulate this bracing wire. The nylon
insert prevents the line from "sawing"
through the spars.

O c^ The tail skid, bent from 3/32"
go o diameter music wire is bound to a

triangular plywood plate which, in

turn, is epoxied to the top of the

te lower longerons. The spring con-
struelion of the prototype tail skid
may be simulated by gluing ¼" wide
strips of 1/32" plywood, curved to

Designed by: ED THOMPSON Tested, Approved and Recommended by RCM. match the wire skid, together. This
to page 80
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VELIE MONOCOUPE

from page 78

plywood lumination may then be

"Tub Sealed" to the wire skid, and

DVEA bound toit with thread.
COWLING AND ENGINE

MOUNTING:The engine is easily loca-

RONW ted to the ¼" plywood firewall, using
commercial mounts. I used one of the

cast aluminum type, fixed to the

Dave Brown is a patternfl er,
fÏf€WRÏÌ With three 6-32 bolts/blind

a comer. Dave is 26 he DutS. With the mount in place, but the
e . miy n'ev r

benaR
engine removed, pre-cut cowling

to beat Whitley and Chidgey,
but I've got a good chance blocks are glued in place and carved to
a°toutfi t aaveworks shape. The lower cowling block may
Ägennaence fl n wag be grooved on its rear surface to

a stick
withriese

t a Ëut
'

-
accept a piece of brass tubing as an oil

ton to give more up elevator drain before being epoxied in place.
for spins only. He started
the year with a Blue Max 6 The upper (removable) cowling block
foanner o should be faced with thin (1/32" or
ear usthaat Wr e ee

) plywood where it contacts the
Digital works; that it is de- '

u ÌOWer cowling. A thin sheet of paper
Dendable and the servos
have excellent resolution. glued between upper and lower cowl-
His contest score for the . .
ydear is printed here. Dave ing blocks will simplify cutting the

e"a
u?"ena I sb h upper cowling free after it has been

i

theecoasn
r for as forrned. Simulated engine cylinders

Tournament qualifications. may be fabricated from balsa cylinders
Amenhee reN tionahis hr and blocks, the cooling fins simulated
Emngnin dDe htalcand tah ee . .' -- by wrapping the cylinders with very
5th, 14th, and 16th. we heavy thread. The upper two "fake"

tiona'is e

tÛn°k tahaet WORLD cylinders are shown displaced from
1"dds-

e

eaec
ei ENGINES their scale position by 10 degrees, for

taataia o ehe oen tha DIGITAL ease of attachment. Very con-

soiTt
Ëtn

tie
"dirfÎeraernde

- Expert Series 6 ch. SS
scientious scale builders may "drop"

are trivial and meaningless .g I w/4 servos.......... ..460.00 them to the exact location, which

w

Îhareryaccocmhplshinatteh Expert series 6 ch.2 partially bridges the cowling parting
n if

yhan soame br nds- sc /4 e os .......460.00

line. Valve rocker pushrods, the ex-
feren eecah bever a nok BlueMaxw/4servos....339.98 haust manifold (bent from brass tub-

en p ent b 6 Ch li Blue Max ing) and the projecting scale carbure-
ionre

r
Årcausr cheere u Pylon Migit 5 Ch. SS 285.00 tor may be added at the builder's

the look and fee oÏ the Digit Migit 3 Ch. w/1 option. A commercial metal spinner
su

MmaenS
s

emt k ou5r servo,charger..........119.98 was used on the author's model for
.hbanneb

y
'onon hetarnretei DAVE'S '72 °Êic"NigCehr.w/2Ch.

169.98 flying purposes although a scale spin-
bmen e rre est

o e s RECORD Digit Migit 3 Ch. Deluxe ner may be carved from hardwood.
purchased on a "price is no W/3 Servos, aÏl DI-ead. The scale spinner includes the propel-
object" basis and for them Jan. Tangerine 7th charger................199.98

e haakee our Expe t Series May Huntsville 6th Digit Migit3 Ch. Deluxe ler hub as part of its streamlined shape

person
Iomm

e

oane
an May Chicago 4th w/2 Ch. Brick + 1 ss and is rather difficult to form.

moree tahanoodnescrearsonR/C May Chardon, O. 3rd
e

arg'erall ni ad ,.......209.98 FINISHING: The author is ad-

he
emth

re
sNeËnpiit

nY June Nashville 3rd ExpertSeries dicted to MonoKote, and thus, it was
is a good friendly scrap in a June Chicago 3rd 6ch.Transmitter.......250.co used to cover his model. Prior to

sa ts uchpman$
'com June Dayton 3rd Bl6ue Maxr MKilitter

170.00 ironing on the "miracle" covering, all
"as agg,e * July Charleston' Expert Series 6 ch. SS Tx..250.00 bare balsa surfaces (cowling, simulated

to e anLngebehaet
July

SW .uisville 1st
Pylon Migit S ch. SS Tx...140.co engine, wing struts, and main landing

t

enn

this
erar

i

re nj (Columbus, 0.) 1st Digit Migit gear fairings) were filled and doped to

pointstoyouifyouarestili July Nats- 3ch.Transmitter.......19.oo
a high gloss black. The fuselage and

awake after reading all this Expert Series
and congratulations to Ron Glenview 14th Sch.flitepak,..,......235.00 rudder are black, the wings and hori-

nd wo thlÎe Pnr

.n a
Aug. Canton,Ohio lst BlueMaxMKII zontal stabilizer are orange. One and

greatsuy. Aug. Lancaster,O. 2nd 6ch.fiitepak......,...235.oo one-third rolls of orange MonoKote
were used, while the fuselage and

- - g - rudder required one roll of black. The
resulting job duplicates the hand.
rubbed Berryloid dope finish sported
by the prototype. The license number,

80 R/C Modeler Magazine



147N, is fictitious - to differentiate it
from 147K shown in one of Mr.
Juptner's pictures. MonoKote trin' WORLO'S BEST HOBBY DEALERS OUR R/C
strips were used to apply the number LINE
to the wing. The dises of the wheels AmZONA INDIANA NEW YORK

may be spray painted orange, if de- gy it:7.c H Center INCLUDES:
sired. Very thin coats (almost dry) of Rain& Hobby Cau. Te odel

Snh
n l)bby

Shop

butyrate dope will do the job. Wind- endwa er
shield and window installation are g g;)¾ by 2M H bn

e.

accomplished just before the covering CALIFORNIA Seymour,Ind.4 v4 Schenectady,N.Y.12303

. T & A Hobby Lobby NORTH CAROLINA
Is applied-to permit the covering ¿Lr2bkVictory (OWA Paul'sHobby&BikeCenter
overlap shown on the plans CavinaHobbytentar 7 8 a rv Ws -S

nn2.

EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION:
a citsbssAve- De eaf, owaW3 0 t I

Although a two-ounce fuel tank was 191]HarborBlvd. 3 m AvaLSLIC6
R

rN,027609

originally fitted to my Monocoupe, it raÌis n * KENTUCKY $9E
sbbyHouse WORLDS

provided only a three minute engine oby

hoop,Inc.
n ce&Hoby F e I

,pngc2ntÎ0r3 LXRIEERST'S

run. It was easily concealed in the saovownaco niryvinaa. Lexington OH10
San Jose, Calif Jim s Hobby Hutinstrument panel area, as shown on the Jack'sHobbyCrafts LOUIS1ANA 10DIMarieAve.

. 15732 E. LaFDI e Hub Hobby Shop Pickering1on, Ohio 43147plans. Later, a four ounce cylindrical whicier.cairio2 2618 S. Brood Avenue Linden Hobby & Bike Shop

tank was installed which projects into ËÍ'u".if*" °> 2°"""'
oi, a¾ seland Ave.

a - , 29 El Cajon, Calit 92020 5173 W

CH bbd

Dr. National Hobby, inethe pilot s face in a most un- Evett's Model Shop New Orleans, La. 70122 5238 Ridge Road
1635 Ocean Park 6 yd, Cleveland, OhioSCUÌCilke manner. In any event, the SantaMonica.Calit MASSACHUSETTS KirtlandHdwe&HebbyShop

tank is sealed from the rest of the
Phone;396-0280

H7o0nP He
t

K anti,0 ioë4094

structures in an epoxy-coated box-like COLORADO hn6b o2 asD 072703 H2 -95 2220

compartment that keeps the juice out $1"ok"t'"Cb abb neuneer
a b ob ce re

rl
458Ö4 M

of the electronics. °*"""" briRdge
Hhobb 54 224-5201 BLUE MAX

6 ch
Pushrod openings should be pro- CONNECTICUT IFaSmain habm

Mass.0170L

4T
ed ch

453èll SYSTEMS $340
vided for rudder and elevator in thC Bob'sHobbies Ph:8771116 Carl'sR/CShop

1542 Wood Avenue
Hobbytown Store #2

1705 Western Ave.

rear of the fuselage. The battery (for. arideepen.coan.oesos soovrwrarkway ^1Iiance,Chio44501
Skip's Electronic Service Ctr. Dedham Mall Ph.823-6617

ward), the servos, and the receiver SSpringStreet Dedham,Mass.02026 W-KHobbies
Windsor Locks,Conn.05096

Nobbytown of Boston 19 North Main SL
(aft) are fixed to the floor ("base as Man t02115 Cente I ,0 i7o445459

plate") of the cockpit. There is more FLORIDA OREGON
than enough room for the largest of $Ï'34"Ê|n s"Ivd esH bb e er

HSO

N nterstate

servo installations, but position them
,coe be I 32211

1 rE st eR4
N

Portland,0:egon

as far forward as possible on the "base Î.°ik nEd a drida32205
SsH ne ernue

NNSYLVyANIA

plate" for balance purposes. Using '
"eÎ""$a" ' '" Eat at

CentrerRI.30E. NEW
Kraft KPS-9 servos thus positioned, im.uluProducts ca,

c
54

5 4 27 PYLON 5ch
my model required only one ounce of' 3'3m Fn Blvtl TEXAs MIGIT $285

. MINNESOTA H.Habbsweigh t in the nose to meet the CG g,eHeb House, Inc.
Medical Center Cycle

4615 Banister Lane -

indicated on the plans. The throttle g',"
Fla.32707 5 40WamBmadway Aus n TeN

A
servo may cause some minor installa- Ho y nt

hAve. MISSISSIPPI e aoHo2

tion problems. As noted earlier, Miami,Florida33168 ThePlayPen Elklan
Phone: 305.681-4441

4754 New Highway 51, N. Bob's Hobby Cenlersimple 1:1 phenolic bellerank, pivoted Jacksam 3002WestCaryStreel .
Richmond (21)

below the forward "base plate" may GEORGIA NEBRASKA RadiaElectronicModelShop
. Lenox Toys-Hobbies, Inc. 800 National Ave.

be used to transmit the engme servo 3393 Peachtree Rd., N.E. h cLBlart ett's Hobby Town Winchester, Va.22601

"push" in a straight line to the throt-
gan osyy

Lincoln,Nebraska
2 s LtleCeekBd.

Norfc1k,Va.2350s S-5 ASSEM 35.00tle. Remember, that such a bellerank NEW HAMPSHIRE Ph:489-1013

reverses the direction of servo move- UoierŠtvuossoppe s"an
'sHomes Inc WASHINGTON S-5 SEMI 24.98

4211 Waialae Ave. Nashua, N. H.03060 Dann s Model Aircraft Supplies RS g TEs A T n nnment, so choose the proper output to Honclulu,HawaiiBB815 1607S.12thAve. H-iHM i U.UU

give "go" when you move the "go" NEW JERSEY Ho
ansar2

ILLINOIS TinL Tots, Inc- 4507 N. Nevada Ave.stick of your transmitter- StantonHobbyShoP Geen ca
,2N.EÍ.08812 Spokane(23}

l have a fetish about equipment ih
3aukeeAve

TinyTats.inc- 547HoËoad
accessibility in my R/C models. Servo ^fin?,,¶°" <=t." "|"
trays and rubber bands hold ever- Elmhurst,til.60126 HSS7Re3

HobbyHorseNo.2
West Side Hobby Pompton Plains, N. J.07444 5500 W. Capital Drthing in place and all screws and nuts 2.¶?,, "iti;

Rich'sHabbytowne Milwaukee(16}
13 Hook Mountain Road Pope's Hobby Landare easy to get at. I've found that, even ¶l‡ggHo e PineBrook,N.J.0)058 640S.3rdAve.

with the super-reliable radio equip- ,"j"
,"IA"46|s 6 QÛ46H rsoor op W u M

ment of today, there are times when Hi

.

ERuherford,NJ.
a u obybiSes

being able to disassemble the bird reeria.ni.elen NEW MEXICO seauport quebec(s),canada DEALER 0Ë THE MONTH. He
Hobby City Ed's Hobbies Calgary Hobby Supply will receive FREE a Digit Migit

comes in very handy. 3615 W- 95t St Sta' E ule " a
sax 3173. Postalstation s 3 Ch. with 3 Servos valued at

Evergreen, III.6DS42 Clovis, N, Mex.88101 ll8-40th Ave., N.W- $169.98.FLYlNG: The Velle Monocoupe calgary,Alberta,Canada

has very generous control surfaces.
Very little movement is necessary to g - g
produce more than adequate controL
The third hole out on large control
horns is plenty around the tail sur-
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faces. As noted earlier, aileron control

Fly The Smallest ...the TINI-BLOCK is relatively insensitive using 90 degree

R/C System belleranks, so if you use them, come as

- -- -

.

close to the aileron as you can with

2-Channels (2 servos)
the actuating rods. Using the proper

Rite Weight 5.1 ou
differential belleranks, aileron move-

with batteries ment should be minimized until their

$119.95 effect is determined.
Ground roll for take-off of the

2-Channels (1 servo) Monocoupe is about 50 feet in a slight
3.9 oz. with batteries breeze. The left wing tends to drop

$95.OO just before it breaks ground, requiring
just a touch of rudder to bring it leveL

Factory Assembled Only Airborne, the model is S-L-O-W and
27 MHz prices shown.

Add 510.00 for 72 MHz, majestic in flight. A prototype speed is

easy to attain with all those struts

0FR hanging out in the airstream. Aero-
batics require a soft touch - there's a

lot of control available. Loops require
a slight dive, as an excess of power is

not available - as there was not in the
prototype. With all of its wing area,
the Velie Monocoupe is a "floater."
Landings may be "played" as long as

runway remains. With the tail skid
digging in, the landing roll is pleasantly
short. All in all, with a slight nose
heavy bias, the Velie Monocoupe is

great for boring great circular holes in
the sky. Hope you like yours!

In conclusion, the author would
MADE IN U.S.A. like to thank two people. First, Dick

Zasadney, of Warren, Ohio, who trans-
LITE ENOUGH FOR .010

- POWERFUL ENOUGH FOR -88'S lated my wrapping paper pencil draw-
Irnagine a unit so tiny it even flies 24" models! Now you can ings into the beautiful plans that ac-
rCaAd o cONnt

N

-heLOmC
Ss

rmcraft, gliders, boats and cars with the company this article. And, second,

Complete system includes transmitter, receiver-servo block, sep- Major Jack Aycock, USAF (Retired),
arate servo (2 channel only), 225 ma nickel-cadmium battery pack, owner of Custom Hobbies, Colorado
and separate charger. Units completely assembled, wired, ready-to- Springs, Colorado, who acted as the
fly. Standard 90 day warranty.

Transmitter: Small but powerful. Full two-axis Size 23/32 x 1-3/8 x 1-1/2 .nches. Weight
intrepid test pilot, bringing the Velie

stick. Uses SV dry battery. Size 2 x 4.1/2 L2 02. Monocoupe through scratchless on
x 6-1/2 inches Battery Pack: 225 rna nicads. Switch in har- many a Sunday morning. El

Receiver-Servo Block: Fast, precise serve ac- ness. Size 13/16 x 1-7/16 x 1-7/16 in.
tion. Extra-range I.C. receiver. Size 1-3/8 Weight. 1.9 oz.

x 1-1/2 x 1-9/16 inches. Weight 2 or Chargen Transformer type for shock-free CUNNINGHAM ON R/C
C-E3 Servo: 3-wire I.C. amplifier. Lo draln. charging.

Write for complete brochure. from page 63
The TIN I-BLOCK is only one of our six different types of systems.

13400-26 SATICOY STREET
NO. HOLLYWOOD, CA. 91605

ELECTRONICS (213) 764-1488 dust causes the same reaction, and I

sneeze and sneeze - and sneeze. It's
the part of building that I really can't

A A A - slope&thermaisoaringsailplane stand. But, a certain amount of sand-
ing must be done, so l use a face mask
when I am doing fine sanding. But,

The "Hi-Performance Compact because of this problem, I'm not in-

FEATUREs terested in putting on a coat of sand-

contour-sandedwingribs SPECJFICADONS
ing Sealer, sanding it smooth, flowing
on another coat and sanding it

rnachined balsa & plywood parts
rensa 29'" smooth, and so on. The easiest way to

plug-in wing panets & stabilizer ""''"' ""°""""" get a good looking aircraft is with
spruce spars plastic flim - - - either Solarfilm or

all flying stabilizer
' MonoKote. Once you have the basic

8 hour building time structure of the aircraft looking good
you stick on the plastic film and go

priceS2750 Ü¾ÑËÎ$ÎJaÌÛLama. MaS LIMITED out and Fly. Don Dewey has written
box397-5L A Cam 90039 to page 84
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